Realize Your Potential

Click on a solution to learn more.

Pharmacy Solutions for
Long-Term Care

COMPREHENSIVE
Pharmacy Management System

Our Integra Suite of long-term care
pharmacy software provides everything
you need to achieve your full potential –
allowing you to optimize your pharmacy
for peak performance, generate more

CUSTOMIZABLE
Pharmacy Workflow

revenue, and keep patients at the center
of care. Explore how our suite of pharmacy
software solutions can transform what
productivity looks like in your pharmacy.

PHARMACY
Delivery Software

EFFICIENT
Pharmacy Automation

INTELLIGENT
Pharmacy Data Analytics

SECURE
Online Solutions

Learn More & Request a Demo Today
866.257.4279 | integragroup.com/solutions
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Take Control of Your Pharmacy
Comprehensive Pharmacy
Management System
PrimeCare is the most flexible pharmacy
management system on the market today –
an integrated, scalable software solution that
answers all the needs of institutional, long-term
care, and combo-shop pharmacy management.
The system streamlines workflow, improves
efficiency, gets real-time reports, and ensures
your pharmacy is operating at peak performance.

Billing Matrix
Free up your pharmacy staff with our industryleading Billing Matrix. Automatically assign price
plans and charge accounts based on the facility
and track multiple pay status changes and
concurrent coverage.

Extensive Interfaces
PrimeCare offers more than 200 interfaces in
the institutional space that will help keep your
pharmacy competitive. Choose from a variety of
solutions and services that improve efficiency and
enhance customer engagement.

Versatile Dispensing
“Workflow is fantastic. The reporting is amazing.
You’re able to control the system how you want to,
instead of the system being run one particular way.
It allows you to get very granular.”
James Branshaw, R.Ph., Owner
Harbor Pharmacy

Handle short-cycle dispensing with options for
daily, 7-day, 14-day, and custom Fill Lists. When
using unit-dose processing, PrimeCare Fill Lists
enable you to use a variety of dispensing intervals
and systems to separate filling and billing with
different transaction dates to fit the needs of
each individual facility.

Everything at a Glance
Gain valuable insights with Pharmacy at a Glance,
which provides a real-time report of all activities
underway. See where orders are in the process
and identify any bottlenecks in the system.

Learn More & Request a Demo Today
866.257.4279 | integragroup.com/primecare
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Streamline Your Workflow
Customizable
Pharmacy Workflow
DocuTrack is a comprehensive, flexible
pharmacy workflow solution that organizes and

Efficient and Accurate
DocuTrack cuts down on manual tasks and helps
your pharmacy work more efficiently, cutting
down on wasteful and potentially expensive
errors. Being able to access orders instantly
means quick, accurate answers to customers’
questions and elevated staff productivity.

stores all the documents and media that keep
your pharmacy running smoothly.

“I just did an audit in two minutes flat! Thank you,
DocuTrack! Normally that would have been a
30-60-minute task. Oh, how I love this system
even more than I already did!”
Kristin Mutter, Billing Coordinator
Shared Pharmacy Services

Reliable Accountability
Keeping records via DocuTrack means being
able to find them when needed. You have the
assurance that procedures have been followed,
thanks to an end-to-end system that stores all
necessary documents – and makes them easy to
recall, unlike with paper files.

Quick and Easy Audits
You no longer have to live in fear of audits.
DocuTrack’s Audit Assist will quickly process and
build all the documentation needed to fulfill
an audit. Additionally, each document has a
complete audit history for every action taken.

Faster Processing with Automation
Barcoding, custom routing rules, and
ePrescribing integration allow the system to
process faster, cutting down on steps and
facilitating workflow.

Learn More & Request a Demo Today
866.257.4279 | integragroup.com/docutrack
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Manage Your Pharmacy Logistics
Pharmacy
Delivery Software
Manage your delivery process with compliant
delivery software for pharmacies. Advance

Increased Compliance
Searchable proof of delivery by tote, manifest,
or Rx. DeliveryTrack clients see a reduction or
complete elimination of proof of delivery related
non-compliance fines.

your pharmacy delivery logistics from item

Audit Preparation

validation and route optimization to signature

No surprises during an audit. DeliveryTrack
provides closed-loop integration and a full
audit trail from order receipt to final proof of
delivery, allowing the pharmacy to do full delivery
manifest reconciliation.

capture, providing audit compliance and peace
of mind.

“We went with DeliveryTrack because of its
integration with DocuTrack. I type in the Rx
number and can load all the documents
associated with that Rx: the initial hard copy, who
packed it, who checked it, who delivered it, who
signed for it, and the date and time. And I can do
that in just a matter of seconds.”

Intuitive Integration

Bob King, Delivery Manager

Eliminate uncertainty. Track orders through every
stage of the delivery process. Monitor where
drivers and deliveries are in real time or through
detailed route history reports.

Alternative Care

A highly customizable hub that interfaces with
pharmacy systems, automated packaging
vendors, UPS®, FedEx®, Logix®, and DocuTrack®
to provide unprecedented integration.

Complete Accountability

Learn More & Request a Demo Today
866.257.4279 | integragroup.com/deliverytrack
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Automate Your Pharmacy Your Way
Efficient Pharmacy
Automation
Logix is designed to work with DocuTrack®
to reduce manual tasks in your pharmacy.
Automation of existing manual processes
within your workflow saves time and money.
Automate where you can so your pharmacy
staff can focus on high-priority items that
require a personal touch.

“Initially, we addressed the well-known challenge
of sending refill requests and managing our
follow-up process for those documents. The
amount of time that single process saved allowed
us to double the size of our business without
adding additional staff. ”
Zach Corbell, Pharm.D., COO
Tarrytown Expocare Pharmacy

Reduce or Eliminate Follow-Up
Logix can remove the uncertainty of manual
follow-up on refill requests, prior authorizations,
refill too soons, and many other processes inside
your pharmacy. Logix will only notify you when
something needs follow-up.

Eliminate Time-Consuming Errors
Eliminate operator errors from your workflows
by setting up and creating pre-populated forms
with all relevant data filled in and sent to your
customers. When these schedules are not
completed, Logix will notify you automatically.

Meaningful Throughput
Automating manual and regulatory processes,
such as adding prescription label information and
printing, frees up your existing resources, and
allocates your team more effectively.
No one knows your pharmacy better than you.
Identify areas you are spending too much time
on and gain control of those tasks.

Learn More & Request a Demo Today
866.257.4279 | integragroup.com/logix
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Make Your Data Work for You
Intelligent Pharmacy
Data Analytics
Unify your data to get better insights into
your pharmacy. Our data analytics software
– designed just for LTC operations like yours –
turns existing data into actionable information
you can use to improve pharmacy results.

Unlimited Insights
Maximize your investments by aggregating near
real-time metrics from prescription, drug, pricing,
and accounting data. Easy-to-use reports facilitate
forecasting, margin evaluation, inventory control,
and operations monitoring.

Day-to-Day Control
View data so you are prepared for anything.
Break down all your operations by Rx revenue, new
business, organic growth, and existing business.

“You name it, Mevesi can help you identify it. In
less than five minutes you can build a dashboard
that shows data across all systems. This tool allows
us to identify anything that could be slowing
financial progress. We have identified new
avenues of potential revenue and productivity.”

Essential Business Forecasting

Rusty Lee, Senior Vice President, Ancillary Services

Decreased Costs

Community Health Services of Georgia

Predict the future. Identify strengths and
weaknesses and control every aspect of your
business. Simplify goal setting with reliable data
and easy-to-read graphics that improve efficiency.

Quickly view your negative and positive margins
and locate unpaid charges. Track high and low
volume products for better inventory control and
reduce on-hand inventory with real-time and
historical information.

Learn More & Request a Demo Today
866.257.4279 | integragroup.com/mevesi
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Communicate Securely
and Efficiently
Secure Online Solutions
Modernize your pharmacy fax software system.
Integra Cloud Fax is a powerful, easy-to-use,
HIPAA-compliant solution with enterprise-level
flexibility and no hidden fees.

“From a customer standpoint, they’ve not seen
any interruptions, whether it’s faxing to us or
us faxing out. I honestly don’t recall the last
downtime or faxing complaint we received.”

Scalable and Reliable
Eliminate the risks associated with traffic overflow
and downtime. Integra Cloud Fax is capable of
handling any volume, including unexpected fax
spikes, so you can maintain business continuity
when it matters most. Prepare for future
regulatory demands and increase convenience
for your customers.

No Busy Signal
Integra Cloud Fax never produces a busy signal.
If a fax line is engaged or down due to natural or
man-made disasters, the system automatically
resends the fax until it is successfully transmitted.

Matt Hayden, Executive Director
Senior Care Pharmacy

Enhanced Customer Service
Improve customer relationships by eliminating
frustrations and reducing lost, duplicate, and
late faxes. Retrieve faxes immediately to answer
customers’ inquiries quickly.

Redundancy and Backups
Automatic backup and high-level redundancy
prevent information loss due to interruptions
from natural and man-made disasters. With
Integra Cloud Fax, your fax system will always be
ready to deliver.

Learn More & Request a Demo Today
866.257.4279 | integragroup.com/integra-cloud-fax
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Improve Facility-to-Pharmacy
Communication
Facility Portal

Tie It All Together

WebConnect improves facility-to-pharmacy

Facilities can connect with a pharmacy using
the PrimeCare Pharmacy Management System,
allowing staff to submit refill requests and
much more.

communication. Staff can quickly access
clinical information and up-to-date care data
using a device with internet access.

x Add, update, or view new patient information.
x Search for and access patient active
medication profiles.
x Access clinical information online.

“WebConnect allows us to offer services that
customers are not able to get elsewhere.”
Stephanie Kirkland, R.Ph., Senior Director
ElderCare Pharmacy

Increased Productivity
Both pharmacies and facilities benefit from time
savings that equate to better patient care.
x Decrease pharmacy interruptions caused by fax
and phone requests for refills and status updates.
x Access, search, edit, and print patient and
medication information quickly and easily.
x Allow facilities to view the prescription delivery
status in pharmacy workflow.

Report Capabilities
WebConnect offers access to the reports facilities
need. Antibiotic, Psychotropic, and Anti-Psychotic
Reports provide vital patient information. Facilities
can also print POF, MAR, and Psychotropic forms.

Learn More & Request a Demo Today
866.257.4279 | integragroup.com/webconnect
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Flexible Communication
Securely send and receive email and text, including patient information, from within DocuTrack. Using your
existing internet connection, Secure Messaging is reinforced with an added layer of security and trust in
identity, helping to ensure HIPAA compliance. Increase accountability and convenience, while ensuring the
security of patient data.

Key Benefits
Consolidated communication. Advance toward full communication
consolidation. Once your direct network is in place, DocuTrack’s secure email
and text functionality allows your staff to handle incoming and outgoing
email, text, and fax – all from one place.
Simple adoption. End users can send secure email to other direct addresses
using the “Send Document” dialog in DocuTrack that they currently use to
send faxes. DocuTrack routing rules can kick off facility-specific processes
based on direct addresses, just as it does with fax numbers.
Business protection. Don’t risk costly Privacy Rule violations by accidentally
sending sensitive patient information over insecure communication
mediums. Secure Messaging eliminates the potential for human error and
ensures every email transaction is sent in a HIPAA-compliant manner.

x Send PHI over the internet
x Eliminate password hassles
x Ensure data security
x Eliminate risk of violation
x Increase convenience
x Meet regulatory standards

Competitive advantage. Email is a standard form of communication due to

x Provide better service

its ease and efficiency. Integrated into DocuTrack, secure email allows you to

x Modernize communication

provide the convenience your customers expect.
Preparation for the future. As the industry begins to embrace collaborative,
defined care teams, setting up direct email accounts is the first step toward
the adoption of Health Information Exchange technology. Prepare for your
increased role in patients’ polypharmacy now.

Other Software Extensions
x Barcoding
x eRx
x Active Directory
x Real-Time Viewer

An increasingly preferred communication medium, 96% of smartphone users text.1

x Direct Print

90% of all text messages are read in under 3 minutes.2
1

Acision 2 Connect Mogul

Learn More & Request a Demo Today
If you are a current customer, please contact your sales representative directly.

866.257.4279 | integragroup.com/docutrack
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Reduce Your IT Tasks and Simplify HIPAA
Simplify DocuTrack login for your staff as well as reduce IT administration tasks. This is accomplished by fully
integrating your DocuTrack server with your Windows Active Directory. No Active Directory Schema changes
are made by DocuTrack and the integration is controlled through simple group mapping. This centralizes
user management and helps your IT staff reduce the complexity of complying with HIPAA and SarbanesOxley regulations.

Key Benefits

Features

Reducing security risks is accomplished by integrating DocuTrack’s logon

x Reduce security risks

process with Microsoft’s Active Directory services. This integration allows

x Single security schema

your administrators to enforce the same secure password requirements

x Simplified user accounting

whether the user is logging into the computer workstation or DocuTrack.
This also enables single sign-on which allows your users to access
DocuTrack resources without the need to log on a second time. Once the
user logs onto the computer those same security credentials are used to
grant access to DocuTrack resources and features.

Benefits
x Single sign-on
x One security model
x Reduces IT oversight

Simplified user management is accomplished by only requiring your
DocuTrack administrator to map DocuTrack groups to Active Directory
groups to grant access to DocuTrack. They do not need to make
individual user accounts for each user and replicate the work they already
accomplished with Active Directory. Once the groups have been mapped,
your users instantly have access to DocuTrack with their Active Directory
group granting specific DocuTrack privileges.
Active Directory Authentication is provided with DocuTrack’s Active
Directory module. When a user accesses the pharmacy’s network from
home, the home computer is typically not a member of the pharmacy’s
Active Directory. For computers not on your pharmacy’s domain, users
will be prompted to input their domain username and password. That

Security Models
x LDAP
x Active Directory

Other Software Extensions
x Secure Messaging
x Barcoding
x eRx
x Real-Time Viewer
x Direct Print

username and password are then validated with your domain server so
your users do not have to manage multiple usernames and passwords.

Learn More & Request a Demo Today
If you are a current customer, please contact your sales representative directly.

866.257.4279 | integragroup.com/docutrack
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Enable Recognition of Different
Barcodes to Increase Productivity
Increase the productivity of your pharmacy without adding additional staff. This module works with DocuTrack
to enable recognition of four different types of barcodes to further automate your pharmacy workflow.

Key Benefits
Static and dynamic barcodes allow for instant routing of documents based on
document type, where it is received from, or what document it was originally
associated with.
Static barcodes indicate document type. Pharmacies can create forms
using static barcodes and even provide them to facilities. Upon receipt into
DocuTrack, the forms can be instantly routed. Integra partners with forms
providers to supply commonly used forms, or create them yourself.
Dynamic barcodes can be automatically added to documents when faxed
out of DocuTrack. Upon return, the document is recognized, immediately
stapled to the original, and routed to a designated folder.
Refill barcodes instantly associate Rx information to an original order.
When received into DocuTrack, it can be recognized, routed, and sent to the
pharmacy system for processing. Users can also mass submit refills.
Manifest barcodes associate packing slips to patient information. When
scanned into DocuTrack, the manifest is instantly paired with the original Rx.
The manifest is then searchable within DocuTrack.

Features
x Mass-submit refills
x Automate collation
x Instant associations

Benefits
x Increase automation
x Fewer errors
x Expedite routing

Technology
x High read rate
x Read damaged barcodes

Other Software Extensions

Technology

x Secure Messaging

The technology behind the Barcode module is based on an advanced image
processing and barcode recognition algorithm that quickly and reliably reads
barcodes. It can also read damaged barcodes that cannot be read by hand scanners.

x eRx

x Active Directory

The technology included with the Barcode module also enables you to automatically
perform other time-consuming tasks – these include automatic image rotation,
image de-skew (minor rotation), de-speckle, and several other image enhancements
that improve the visual clarity of your fax images.

x Real-Time Viewer
x Direct Print

These barcodes were
successfully read by the
Barcode module and could not
be read with a hand scanner.

Learn More & Request a Demo Today
If you are a current customer, please contact your sales representative directly.

866.257.4279 | integragroup.com/docutrack
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Take Control of Electronic Prescriptions
Control how your pharmacy receives and process electronic prescriptions, allowing incoming SCRIPT
2017071 messages to be processed through DocuTrack import rules and pharmacy workflow. Adhering to
its commitment to open-systems, Integra is eager to work with all Pharmacy Information Systems, and
currently has tight integration with PrimeCare® and a number of leading EHR vendors. The module is
included free of charge to DocuTrack customers.
Templates are populated with content

The eRx Module allows pharmacies to:

provided by incoming messages.

x Receive copies of SCRIPT 2017071 transactions.

created by the eRx Module based on Rx,

DocuTrack associations are automatically

x Centralize handling of messages regardless of source.

patient name, facility, etc. This saves time

x Handle multiple message types including:

and simplifies lookup in DocuTrack.

‐ NewRx

‐ RxRenewalResponse

‐ Resupply

‐ RxChangeResponse

‐ CancelRx

‐ NewRxResponseDenied

‐ Census

‐ DrugAdministration

‐ Recertification

Benefits
x Free to DocuTrack customers
x No transaction fees*
x Fully SCRIPT 2017071 and EPCS compliant
‐ Preserves XML in compliance with regulations
‐ Auditing accomplished similar to faxed orders
x Highly flexible and configurable
‐ Receive documents from fax and electronic sources
into a single workflow

‐ Use document import rules to customize routing
‐ Alerts monitor incoming eRx messages
x Quick load record into PrimeCare/NRx®
x Access to complete history for simplified audits

Example of electronic prescription received into DocuTrack

x Rx information displayed in an intuitive standard
script format

Other Software Extensions

x Quick install with no downtime on your DocuTrack system

x Secure Messaging

x Real-Time Viewer

x Barcoding

x Direct Print

x Active Directory

Learn More & Request a Demo Today
If you are a current customer, please contact your sales representative directly.

866.257.4279 | integragroup.com/docutrack
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Monitor Workflows and Alerts to Better Manage Your Time
Enables two different web based portals that allow you to track documents in your workflow and view triggered
alerts. These viewers are typically displayed on a monitor or projected on a wall to help your staff better manage
their time. Some pharmacies have even purchased third-party screen savers that allow the viewers to be
displayed on inactive computer monitors. Both viewers can be customized with predefined themes as well as
choosing what content will be displayed.

Key Benefits

Features

The Real-Time Status Viewer gives

x Monitor system alerts

an overview of where documents

x Track system workflow

are within the current workflow. It
monitors up to seven different search

Benefits

folders by showing the number of

x Web-based

documents in each folder using a

x Finish orders in time

histogram format. At a glance, your

x Graphical display of alerts

staff can determine what areas of the

x Complete workflow visibility

workflow need attention allowing
them to better manage their time.
While the initial intent of this feature

Other Software Extensions

was to allow the pharmacy to make an impact on potential customers, it quickly

x Secure Messaging

becomes indispensable in day-to-day operations.

x Barcoding
x eRx

The Real-Time Alert Viewer
displays the currently triggered

x Active Directory
x Direct Print

alerts within your DocuTrack
system. Alerts can be created
to monitor every aspect of your
workflow as well as the conditions
of your DocuTrack server. For
example, you can set up an alert
to monitor STAT orders that have
not been processed in a specified
amount of time. Alerts can be hidden from the Real-Time Alert Viewer allowing
granular control over what is displayed to your staff.

Learn More & Request a Demo Today
If you are a current customer, please contact your sales representative directly.

866.257.4279 | integragroup.com/docutrack
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Reduce or Eliminate Costs
Associated with Physical Printing
Integra’s virtual print module, enabling remote printing from in or outside of your network.
The module can be installed on any computer, allowing users to print documents directly into DocuTrack.

Key Benefits

Features

Easy to use. If someone can print a document on their computer, they

x Remote print into DocuTrack

can easily make use of this virtual printer to send documents seamlessly.

x Add watermarks to documents

Similar to “Print to PDF,” DocuTrack’s Direct Print module outputs a file into

x Print reports from the
pharmacy system

DocuTrack that is formatted the same as the original document.

x Read active document text

Highly configurable so businesses can set up unlimited instances to print
directly to a specific department or user.

Benefits

Fully HIPAA compliant, as all virtually printed documents are stored securely

x Print from any enabled
workstation

in volatile computer memory and transmitted fully encrypted. Using some of
the software industry’s strongest encryption technologies, we can ensure a
fully HIPAA-compliant transaction.
Seamless adoption with unique printer identification allows DocuTrack
end users to identify where any document is printed from, similar to how
they currently use fax numbers. This enables your pharmacy to capitalize on
DocuTrack routing rules for further automation of your pharmacy processes.

x Increase document routing
options
x Reduce cost of physical printing
x Adhere to compliant transport
protocol
x Take output from systems
not on paper

Other Software Extensions
x Secure Messaging
x Barcoding
x eRx
x Active Directory
x Real-Time Viewer

Learn More & Request a Demo Today
If you are a current customer, please contact your sales representative directly.

866.257.4279 | integragroup.com/docutrack
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Integra is an innovative industry leader, offering the most comprehensive, intuitive, and scalable
software solutions to help our clients efficiently manage their pharmacy and effectively serve
their patients. Integra provides a suite of software solutions to meet and advance the operational
and financial goals of our clients. Our solutions are purposely built and mindfully designed with
our clients’ needs in mind. As a true partner, we invest in technology and take a collaborative
approach to provide a combination of integrated solutions and top-notch customer service.

Learn More & Request a Demo Today
866.257.4279 | sales@integragroup.com | integragroup.com
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